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Industrial-era global ocean heat uptake doubles in
recent decades
Peter J. Gleckler1*, Paul J. Durack1, Ronald J. Stouffer2, Gregory C. Johnson3 and Chris E. Forest4
Formal detection and attribution studies have used
observations and climate models to identify an anthropogenic
warming signature in the upper (0–700 m) ocean1–4 . Recently,
as a result of the so-called surface warming hiatus, there
has been considerable interest in global ocean heat
content (OHC) changes in the deeper ocean, including
natural and anthropogenically forced changes identified
in observational5–7 , modelling8,9 and data re-analysis10,11
studies. Here, we examine OHC changes in the context of
the Earth’s global energy budget since early in the industrial
era (circa 1865–2015) for a range of depths. We rely on OHC
change estimates from a diverse collection of measurement
systems including data from the nineteenth-century Challenger
expedition12 , a multi-decadal record of ship-based in situ mostly
upper-ocean measurements, the more recent near-global Argo
floats profiling to intermediate (2,000 m) depths13 , and
full-depth repeated transoceanic sections5 . We show that the
multi-model mean constructed from the current generation of
historically forced climate models is consistent with the OHC
changes from this diverse collection of observational systems.
Our model-based analysis suggests that nearly half of the
industrial-era increases in global OHC have occurred in recent
decades, with over a third of the accumulated heat occurring
below 700 m and steadily rising.
The ocean has stored more than 90% of the Earth’s uptake
of heat associated with greenhouse-gas-attributed warming since
1970 (refs 14,15). Multi-model comparisons with observed changes
in global OHC (refs 3,16) have primarily focused on the upper
(0–700 m) ocean, where historical measurements of temperature are
relatively abundant and evidence suggests that most of the ocean
heating has occurred15 . Below 700 m, little is known about the
consistency between temperature measurements and model simulations. There are substantial barriers to such comparisons however,
progress is required and is critical for estimating changes in the
Earth’s energy budget6,9 , as well as in equilibrium climate sensitivity
and the transient climate response17,18 .
We examine changes in global OHC occurring since the
industrial revolution, comparing observational estimates of global
surface–bottom OHC changes with results from a recent suite
of state-of-the-art climate model simulations contributed to
the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5; Methods). To enable comparisons with previous
estimates (Methods), we study the upper (0–700 m), intermediate
(700–2,000 m) and deep (>2,000 m) layers separately, comparing
observational estimates in these layers with CMIP5 ‘Historical’
simulations that are forced with time-varying natural (solar

and volcanic) and anthropogenic forcings (for example, CO2 ,
sulphate aerosols, and land use). We also make use of pre-industrial
control (piControl) runs to adjust for simulation drifts, and
projections made with the Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) 8.5 that enable us to make comparisons with more recent
measurements (Methods). Our analysis emphasizes results from
the CMIP5 Historical+RCP8.5 multi-model mean (MMM;
Methods), which reduces some of the effects of model errors,
forcing uncertainties, and internal variability.
Simulated OHC increases over the industrial era (circa
1865–2015; Fig. 1a) are principally caused by increases in
greenhouse gas forcing, with periods of temporary cooling resulting
from the large 1883 eruption of Krakatoa and smaller eruptions of
Mount Tarawera (1886), Mount Bandai (1888) and Santa Maria
(1902). Responses to large eruptions later in the twentieth century
(Mount Agung, 1963; El Chichon, 1982; and Mount Pinatubo,
1991) are clearly evident in the upper layer in both models and
observations, but their modelled impact on the deeper layers is
much less than for Krakatoa. This is in part because the more
recent eruptions occur against a backdrop of rapid anthropogenic
warming, but also because deficiencies in the experimental
framework lead to prolonged cooling at depth following large
eruptions early in the simulation, notably Krakatoa19 .
Annual time series of upper-ocean OHC changes16,20,21 extend
back to circa 1960 (Fig. 1b). Although near-global, these estimates
rely on various methods for ‘infilling’ in data-sparse regions, which
are substantial, especially in earlier years22 , and for correcting
well-recognized instrument biases23 . Recent work suggests that
the overall heat uptake in these estimates may be biased low
as a result of the extremely sparse Southern Hemisphere data
earlier in the record24 . As with the earlier (CMIP3) generation
of models3 , throughout much of the 1970–2005 observational
record the CMIP5 MMM upper-layer OHC is bounded by these
observational estimates, but since the year 2005 the simulated
heat uptake starts to become greater than observed. One possible
explanation is that post-2000 the volcanic forcing applied to all
CMIP5 models is essentially zero, and thus these simulations have
not experienced the cooling effects of the moderate eruptions that
have occurred during this century25 . Quantifying the impact of
the missing twenty-first-century volcanic forcings on OHC changes
will require a new generation of simulations with updated forcing
estimates; however, a simple correction estimate can be made based
on recent observational work (Methods). Applying this adjustment
(thin black line, Fig. 1a,b) reduces the total industrial-era heat
uptake by 7% and yields a closer correspondence with the higher end
observational estimate16 .
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Figure 1 | Simulated and observed industrial-era changes in global OHC
for three depth ranges (0–700 m, 700–2,000 m and >2,000 m).
a, Model-only results (CMIP5 MMM) are for all three depth layers.
b–d, CMIP5 MMM and observations are shown for the individual layers;
0–700 m (b), 700–2,000 m (c) and >2,000 m (d). The CMIP5 MMM
0–700 m and 700–2,000 m results are further compared in insets e and f,
and include three Argo-only estimates (refs 13,34,35), with all
observational results set to the MMM value in year 2006 for comparison).
An adjusted version (Volc adj; see Methods) of the 0–700 m MMM result
is shown in a and b to provide a simple measure of the impact of missing
twenty-first-century volcanic forcing in the CMIP5 simulations. The CMIP5
MMM is obtained from Historical simulations and extended to 2015 using
RCP8.5 simulations starting in 2005 (Methods). CMIP5 historical MMM
time series are set to zero at 1865. For observations, the upper (0–700 m)
and intermediate (700–2,000 m) estimates are set to equal the MMM in
1971, and the deep estimate originates from the 1992 CMIP5 MMM
deep value.

Observational estimates of OHC changes in the intermediate
layer20,21 are based on far fewer measurement profiles than are
available for the upper ocean23 , with substantial differences evident
by contrasting the two available estimates (Fig. 1c). The CMIP5
MMM intermediate layer warming is nonetheless similar in
magnitude to these estimates.
Post-2005, substantially improved estimates of OHC are available
from the near-global deployment of Argo profilers that provide
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Figure 2 | Simulated and observed global OHC linear trends (35 year;
1971–2005). a, 0–700 m range. b, 700–2,000 m range. c, >2,00 m depth.
CMIP5 historical trends for 1971–2005 are shown for individual models
(black triangles) including results from multiple realizations where
available. Model-based natural variability estimates are computed from
non-overlapping 35-year trends of each model’s piControl simulation, as
shown by thin grey horizontal dashes. Trends estimated from available
observations in each layer are shown as coloured horizontal lines: upper
and intermediate. Observed trend estimates in the upper and intermediate
layer are based on 35 years (1971–2005) whereas the deep layer is based
on 14 years (1992–2005) and scaled to units consistent with others. Trend
estimates end in 2005 to make use of a larger sample of model simulations
(multiple realizations).

surface–2,000-m temperature measurements with a much greater
sampling density13 , particularly in the Southern Hemisphere.
Combining pre- and post-Argo time series is challenging, evidenced
by rapid yet coincident changes in both observational coverage
and upper-layer OHC from 2000 to 2005 (refs 22,26). As there are
ongoing efforts by data experts to improve and merge the pre- and
post-Argo measurement systems, it is difficult to gauge the role
of global OHC changes in the recent hiatus of surface warming.
To mitigate these data inconsistencies for our comparisons with
models, we set all observational data to the CMIP5 MMM value
in 2006 (Fig. 1e,f), including three data sets that are comprised
of modern data only from Argo profilers (Methods). These results
suggest that during the well-sampled 2005–2015 period the CMIP5
MMM upper-layer warming is on the high end of the range of
observational estimates whereas in the intermediate layer it is on
the lower end of the observational range. These comparisons with
the limited record of the more highly sampled Argo data are useful;
however, there may be substantial decadal-scale variability present
in the observations whereas variability is largely averaged out in the
MMM (ref. 8).
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The deep (2,000 m–bottom) layer OHC change estimate5 is
based on a 1992–2005 linear trend, constructed from differences
between full-depth transoceanic section measurements taken
during the 1990’s World Ocean Circulation Experiment and more
recent repeats of these sections by the Global Ocean Ship-based
Hydrographic Investigations Program (GO-SHIP). The spatial
coverage of these repeat sections, although global, is sparse, and as a
result uncertainty estimates for the abyssal trend are nearly as large
as the trend itself5 . The remarkable agreement between the deep
OHC change estimate and the CMIP5 MMM (Fig. 1d) may thus
be fortuitous. Nevertheless, our view is that these observations are
invaluable; for the first time we can quantitatively assess global OHC
changes in the deep ocean.
To provide perspective on the forced and unforced contributions
to OHC changes, we compare 1971–2005 observed time series
(Supplementary Fig. 2) and trends (Fig. 2a–c) to both the CMIP5
historical and pre-industrial controls of each individual model. We
include multiple realizations of each model where available, and in
most cases find that the impact of natural variability (gauged by
the spread expressed in the multiple realizations) is not as large as
the inter-model spread (Fig. 2a–c). In the upper layer, the warming
trend of some models lies above the range of observational trend
estimates, some below, and five models have at least one realization
that lies within the spread of observational estimates (Fig. 2a).
The case is similar in the intermediate layer where several models
have late-twentieth-century cooling that may result from excessive
aerosol indirect effects27 .
Previous work based on the comparison of observed and simulated time- and global-mean vertical profiles of temperature suggests that these models are weakly stratified and imply a systematic overestimate of ocean heat uptake28 . With the OHC trends of
historically forced individual models straddling the observational
estimates in each layer (Fig. 2), we find no evidence of this systematic positive heat uptake bias across models. This discrepancy may
be partially explained by previous work that highlights additional
observational uncertainties in long-term OHC change estimates
due to sparse measurement coverage24 . However, it is difficult to
reconcile the results from these different analyses as the ocean gains
heat through multiple poorly observed mechanisms, making their
relative contributions to global heat uptake difficult to quantify.
The late-twentieth-century observed and historically modelled
trends in upper OHC are well separated from the distribution
of model-based 35-year trend estimates sampled from piControl
simulations (Methods; Fig. 2a). There are some exceptions to this
pattern, where the distribution of trends is large (GFDL-CM3)
or the historical trends are small (both HadGEM2 simulations).
For many models, the distinction between historically forced OHC
trends and internal variability is less clear in the intermediate and
deep layers (Fig. 2b,c). However, returning to the MMM context,
we extend the signal-to-noise analysis of previous work3 to include
the intermediate and deep ocean, and find that for the CMIP5
MMM global OHC multi-decadal S/N ratios are highly significant
in all three depth layers (Supplementary Fig. 4). More rigorous
comparisons of observations with these model-based results will be
required for deep ocean detection and attribution work, including
expanding subsampling techniques3,29–31 of upper-ocean warming to
address the severe data paucity in the deep ocean.
Comparisons of measurements from the Challenger expedition
(1872–1876) and Argo (2004–2010) suggest that during the
industrial era the global ocean has absorbed 33 (±14) 1022 J of
additional heat in the upper 700 m (ref. 12). The total CMIP5
MMM heat uptake by the upper ocean since the beginning of the
simulated industrial era (∼1865–2015) is 29 (±12) 1022 J, with a
large spread of results in the industrial-era heat uptake of individual
models (Fig. 3) primarily resulting from differences in model
formulation and external forcings. The range of total heat uptake in
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Observational and model estimates

Figure 3 | Observed and simulated industrial-era ocean heat uptake.
Observed value and uncertainty estimate12 is based on measurement
differences from the Challenger expedition (1872–1876) and Argo
(2004–2010). Results from CMIP5 historical simulations for individual
models, many with multiple realizations, are for 1865–2005. The CMIP5
MMM is based on the individual model ensemble means, with ±1 s.d.
spread shown (thin black vertical lines).

multiple realizations from individual models suggests that internal
variability is less of a factor on this longer timescale, which includes
a progressively stronger external forcing.
As an approximation to changes in the Earth’s global energy
budget, we are interested in the evolution of heat uptake by the
oceans, which, given changes in observation methods and data
coverage over the entire industrial era, are difficult to assess with
observations alone. However, having found the CMIP5 MMM
historically forced changes in OHC to be consistent with a
range of observationally based estimates over a range of selected
time periods, we consider the model results for examining the
entire period from 1865 to 2015. To do so, we normalize the
evolution of simulated OHC in the individual models to their total
(1865–2015) ocean heat uptake in an attempt to extract as much
useful information from the model suite as possible. Using the
CMIP5 MMM heat accumulation (Fig. 4, integrated from the deep
through intermediate to upper ocean), we estimate that half of the
total global ocean heat uptake since 1865 has accumulated since
1997—nearly coincident with the beginning of the observed surface
warming hiatus—with a contribution of 35% from below 700 m.
The substantial role of the deeper ocean is consistent with estimates
made on shorter timescales using alternative methods32 . Our simple
estimate of the missing twenty-first-century volcanic forcing would
suggest that the date of ‘50% heat uptake’ occurs about three years
earlier; other deficiencies in how volcanic forcings are included
in the experimental design could also play a role19 . The CMIP5
MMM does not capture the recent hiatus in surface warming33 ,
which may in part be due to the missing twenty-first-century
volcanic forcings25 . However, as emphasized, the uncertainties in
global OHC during the transition to Argo make it difficult to access
observational OHC changes during the hiatus period.
We use a carefully chosen suite of observational analyses to
compare with global OHC changes simulated by climate models
in the upper (0–700 m), intermediate (700–2,000 m) and deep
(>2,000 m) ocean. These include multi-decadal estimates derived
from ship-based in situ mostly upper-ocean measurements, the
more recent near-global Argo profiles to intermediate depth,
full-depth transoceanic sections, and differences between Argo
and data collected during the nineteenth-century Challenger
expedition. Global OHC changes simulated by the MMM of
current-generation climate models are largely consistent with this
set of observational analyses. Our model-based analysis suggests
that much of the industrial-era global ocean heat uptake has
occurred in recent decades, with a fractional contribution from
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Figure 4 | Ocean heat uptake (percentage of total 1865–2015 change) for the CMIP5 MMM layers. The three shaded wedges are combined similarly to
the AR5 change in global energy inventory (ref. 15; Box 3.1 Fig. 1). The thick vertical grey bar represents a ±1 s.d. spread from the CMIP5 simulations about
the year (1997) at which the MMM heat uptake reaches 50% of the net (1865–2015) industrial-era increase, and the thick horizontal grey bar indicates the
CMIP5 ±1 s.d. spread in the year at which 50% the total accumulated heat is reached. Black (forcing included) and grey (forcing not included) triangles
represent major twentieth- and twenty-first-century volcanic eruptions with magnitude represented by symbol size (Supplementary Information).

the deeper ocean (below 700 m) that at present accounts for
about 35%, and is rapidly increasing (Fig. 4). Our collective
examination of available observations and models highlights the
crucially important monitoring provided by the Argo programme,
the value of both full-depth profiles from ‘Deep Argo’ (as more
ocean warming penetrates below the sampling depth of Argo), and
the repeat sampling by the GO-SHIP programme.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods

Removing drift from model simulations. Residual drift associated with the
incomplete spin-up of model control runs is removed from globally integrated time
series. Following previous studies3 , quadratic fits are computed for the entire
control, yielding a drift estimate (Supplementary Fig. 1). This drift is then removed
from the original control, yielding an estimate of the modelled natural variability.
For each Historical simulation, the contemporaneous section of the control-drift
estimate is removed from the Historical simulation to isolate the response to
external forcing.

Observational data. We rely on a diverse collection of observational analyses
employing data from the nineteenth-century Challenger expedition, a
multi-decadal record of ship-based in situ mostly upper-ocean measurements, the
more recent near-global Argo floats profiling to intermediate (2,000 m) depths, and
full-depth repeated transoceanic sections. We use estimated OHC changes between
the Challenger expedition and Argo period12 ; multi-instrument OHC estimates for
the upper16,20,21 and intermediate20,21 ocean (1960–near present), and a deep-layer
linear change estimate5 (1992–2005). Three additional ‘Argo-only’ data sets13,34,35
(2005–near present) are also used for the upper and intermediate layers and do not
include any measurements made with eXpendable BathyThermographs (XBTs),
which require bias corrections.
Model simulations. We make use of results from state-of-the-art climate
models made available as part of the fifth phase of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project, CMIP5 (ref. 36). We focus on comparing observations
with historically forced (or ‘Historical’) simulations that nominally begin in
1850 and end in 2005. Where available, we make use of multiple realizations
(varying only in initial conditions) of Historical simulations with the same model
to help assess the impact of internal variability on our results. Our analysis also
requires use of pre-industrial control simulation (piControl) from each model,
and, following previous investigators25 , we use the RCP8.5 simulations, so that we
can compare the models and observations beyond 2005 (the end of the
Historical simulations). The choice of the RCP for the years 2006 to 2015 does
not impact the results owing to the long ocean response timescales (ref. 18,
Fig 13.8), and the largest number of projection simulations available are with
RCP8.5. General information about CMIP5 forcing is included in the
Supplementary Information.
Historical simulations from nearly 50 models have been contributed to CMIP5;
however, there are only 15 for which all of the necessary data and metadata
required for our analysis are available or verifiable. For example, removing
simulation drift from the Historical simulations (below) requires a piControl from
which each Historical run was initiated. For many models critical information
about when the Historical run was initialized from the control run (‘branch-time’)
is either missing or incorrect. Another data constraint relates to combining or
‘stitching’ the CMIP5 Historical simulations with a CMIP5 future scenario because
we have found that it is not always clear which Historical simulation was used to
initiate which future projection, or determined that it was inaccurately reported. In
summary, missing or inaccurate metadata relating to drift removal and stitching
(Historical runs with projections) contribute to reducing our pool of CMIP5
models. Further information about the simulations used in this study is included in
the Supplementary Information.
The CMIP5 Historical+RCP8.5 multi-model mean (MMM) is produced after
removing the drift from each simulation (below), averaging across all available
realizations for each model, and then using these to average across each model.
Thus, each model receives equal weight in the MMM irrespective of how many
realizations exist.

Twenty-first-century forcing adjustment to the simulations. A known deficiency
in the CMIP5 Historical simulations is that the volcanic forcing applied to most
models did not include any twenty-first-century eruptions. Recent work has
demonstrated37 that available satellite databases neglect substantial amounts of
volcanic aerosol between the tropopause and 15 km at middle to high latitudes and
therefore underestimate total radiative forcing resulting from the recent eruptions.
Incorporating these estimates into a simple climate model, they have estimated the
global volcanic aerosol forcing since 2000 to be −0.19 ± 0.09 Wm−2 . We convert
this estimate to joules for the 2000–2015 period, and then apply this simple linear
adjustment to the CMIP5 MMM to give us some measure of the impact of missing
volcanic forcing. An accurate quantification of this deficiency would require a new
suite of model experiments including twenty-first-century volcanic forcing.
Model-generated estimates of natural variability and trends. Distributions of
35-year trends from each model’s piControl run (after drift removal) are produced
from all non-overlapping segments. The distribution provides a backdrop of
model-generated natural variability for each model in Fig. 2 to be contrasted with
the Historical simulations and observations. The least-squares trends for the
observations and Historical simulations in Fig. 2 are for the period 1971–2005;
ending in 2005 permits us to make use of the multiple realizations of Historical
simulations. An equivalent figure compares the models and observations for a
longer period (1971–2013) with only one Historical+RCP8.5 realization per model
(Supplementary Fig. 4), and is consistent with our conclusion that there is no
evidence of a systematic bias in OHC trends of the CMIP5 models.
Volcanic explosive index. The estimated magnitude of observed volcanic
eruptions (Fig. 4) is shown in terms of a volcanic explosivity index (VEI). Large
triangles (for example, 1, 4 and 8) represent eruptions with a VEI = 6, with the
smallest triangles representing eruptions with a VEI = 3. Triangle numbering
relates to volcanic eruption identifiers contained in Supplementary Table 2.
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